Abstract. Now in Brazil, most of the produced electric power and originating from hydroelectric that for your time are used of hydraulic turbines to transform the hydraulic energy (the pressure energy and the kinetic energy) of a flow of water, in mechanical energy and for your time in electric power. However they can also be used for generation of energy in small scale, for the isolated communities. In that way, this work looked for dimension and to manufacture a turbine of the type Francis in kindred scale of being used in small communities.
Introduction
The turbines Francis was idealized in 1849, tends your inventor's name, and the first turbine was built by the firm J.M. Voith in 1873, ever since going by constant improvements, as the use of the shovels guidelines, also calls of shovels Fink (HENN, 2003) .
The turbine Francis, considered a reaction turbine, in other words, it works with a pressure difference among the two sides of the rotor. The shovels of the rotor are profiled in a complex way, they are usually melted.
In operation, the water enters in the rotor for the periphery, after passing through the shovels guidelines which guide the liquid in an appropriate angle for the entrance of the shovels of the rotor, leaving the same axial in relation to the axis.
Theory
The turbines Francis can be executed so much with axis in the horizontal as in the vertical. The construction with axis in the horizontal, in other words, the wheel working vertically is used for small units, in that case supported in you limp of radial sliding and it spares the use of you limp guides, used when the construction is of vertical axis.
The turbines modern Francis is always adjusted also with the shovels guidelines dealers' calls, and the same ones are commanded by the group regulator that you/they adjust the flow to the load of the turbine.
The rotor of the turbine Francis of small and medium sizes can be built in only one he totally asks melted. The material used it is usually the steel melted with 12 to 15% of chrome, but in some cases it is built in stainless steel. Depending on the expected size for the rotor, motivated by a great project flow, can calculate an only turbine being used of a double rotor (couple suction). Such construction, however, it is only viable for the turbine working with axis in the horizontal. (HENN, 2003) . Second Viana (1997) , the turbines Francis is used in uses with falls above 10m, could be said that is, of all the turbines, the most electric. Two types of turbines exist Francis:
-Francis open box: advisable for hydroelectric uses with fall up to 10m. The rotor, the distributor, the aspiration tube and it leaves of the axis they are inside located of a camera in direct communication with the load camera and below the minimum level of amount. The axis can be horizontal or vertical.
-Francis spiral box: for falls above 10m. For the small central chaos the axis is willing horizontal, due to the installation means and maintenance.
The turbines Francis can still be classified, according to the specific speed in:
Slow -exit diameter sensibly smaller than the one of entrance.
Normal -entrance diameter and exit are same.
Fast -diameter of larger exit than the one of the entrance.
Very fast -the board of entrance of the shovels is much tilted to the axis that gives characteristics.
Results

Calculation of a turbine Type Francis
In this work it was dimension a turbine Francis for a flow s m Q / 20 3 

, a specific work kg J Y / 410  , and to be installed at a place where the height is of 430m.
Potencies
-Hydraulic potency 1 P :
Being adopted n t = 0,79 and n m = 0,92 soon n h = 0,85 -Effective potency 2 P :
Choose of the turbine type
The choice of the rotor was made with base in the specific rotation and in the maximum height of installation given by the formulas In this work a rotation of 5,00 rps was used and therefore the specific rotation will:     
Spiral
To increase the energy of the water before reaching in the rotor, a managing system, ace is used times composed of a spiral and of a system of slats. As it can be observed in the fig. 7 and 8. 
Conclusion
The turbines Francis is one of the spread and used in so much Brazil for big as for small, mini and personal computer-central hydroelectric. It has been applied broadly, for the fact of your characteristics they cover a great field of specific rotation. Now they are built for great uses, could surpass the unitary potency of 750 MW. The turbines built among 1930 to 1950 they didn't possess superior revenues to 85%, today they surpass to 92% for great machines. One of the only disadvantages of the turbines type Francis and that it can also be verified in this project, it was the variation of the revenue curve with the flow.
